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6. Integrative modes and metaphors: 6. Integrative modes and metaphors: 
““ways of knowingways of knowing””

1.1. Popular symbol systems (astrology, tarot, leys, etc)Popular symbol systems (astrology, tarot, leys, etc)
2.2. Lists (selected, prioritized, nested, search hit lists)Lists (selected, prioritized, nested, search hit lists)
3.3. 22--D Matrix (4D Matrix (4--cell, ncell, n--cell)cell)
4.4. Triangular mappingTriangular mapping
5.5. Complementarity diagrams (Complementarity diagrams (““correspondencescorrespondences””))
6.6. Network mapping (selfNetwork mapping (self--organizing network maps)organizing network maps)
7.7. Models, simulations, interactive gamesModels, simulations, interactive games
8.8. Circular relationship maps (loop representation)Circular relationship maps (loop representation)
9.9. MultiMulti--media, sonificationmedia, sonification
10.10. Mapping complexity plane (Mandelbrot set fractal)Mapping complexity plane (Mandelbrot set fractal)
11.11. Spherically configured 3Spherically configured 3--D structures (polyhedra, etc)D structures (polyhedra, etc)
12.12. Transformable structures , morphable imagesTransformable structures , morphable images
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Mode 1:Mode 1: Traditional symbol systemsTraditional symbol systems
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Insights into policy cycles in Imperial China
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Hindu yantraHindu yantra
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Mode 2:Mode 2: Lists Lists –– unstructured and otherwiseunstructured and otherwise

•• Book of ListsBook of Lists
•• Prioritized lists (political Prioritized lists (political ““key issueskey issues””))
•• Nested lists (asystemic)Nested lists (asystemic)

–– UN/OECD MacrothesaurusUN/OECD Macrothesaurus
–– Agenda 21Agenda 21

•• Hit lists (web search engine results)Hit lists (web search engine results)
•• Bulleted lists (as this slide !!!)Bulleted lists (as this slide !!!)
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Mode 3:Mode 3: 22--D MatricesD Matrices

•• 44--cell (Wilber quadrants)cell (Wilber quadrants)

•• InputInput--Ouput diagrams (resources, accounting)Ouput diagrams (resources, accounting)

•• NN--cell (Int. Concept Classification)cell (Int. Concept Classification)

•• NN--cell (UIA Functional classification)cell (UIA Functional classification)
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UIA Functional classification matrixUIA Functional classification matrix
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Mode 4:Mode 4: Triangular mappingTriangular mapping
ICA Social process triangles frameworkICA Social process triangles framework
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Triangular relationshipsTriangular relationships



Mode 5:Mode 5: Complementarity diagrams Complementarity diagrams 
((““correspondencescorrespondences””))

UIA UIA InterlinkedInterlinked
knowledgebasesknowledgebases
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12 Languages of governance12 Languages of governance
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Mode 6:Mode 6: Network mappingNetwork mapping

•• Static mapsStatic maps

•• SelfSelf--organizing network (organizing network (““springspring””) maps ) maps 

•• TouchgraphTouchgraph

•• Decision ExplorerDecision Explorer
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Knowledge organization relating to terrorKnowledge organization relating to terror
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Strategic Strategic Decision ExplorerDecision Explorer
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Conference mindConference mind--mappingmapping
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Conference mindConference mind--mappingmapping
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VRML Example: Organizations VRML Example: Organizations -- networknetwork
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ScalableScalable vector graphicsvector graphics
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Problem loops sustaining irresponsible policiesProblem loops sustaining irresponsible policies
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Network spring mapNetwork spring map
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Mode 7:Mode 7: Models, simulations, interactive Models, simulations, interactive 
gamesgames

•• Economic modelsEconomic models

•• Limits to GrowthLimits to Growth

•• World modellingWorld modelling

•• World building gamesWorld building games
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Interactive modelling: Interactive modelling: Soda constructorSoda constructor

http://sodaplay.com/constructor/player.htm?
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Mode 8:Mode 8: Circular relationship maps Circular relationship maps 
& loop representation& loop representation

•• Netmap Netmap 

•• UIA mapsUIA maps

•• LoopsLoops
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Crop rotation as a policy metaphorCrop rotation as a policy metaphor

Red policy “in”

Mauve policy “in”
Mauve “washed out”

Red “washed out”

Blue “washed out”

Illustration of 
a sustainable 
4-cycle policy

Blue policy “in”

Brown policy “in”
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Progressive refinements of problem loops
Date 1995 1999 1999 2000 2000

Chains 9,519,722 15,000,000 46,474,882 16,091,877 1,239,769,768

Profiles - - 6,891 1,217 12,397

4-Loop 115 - - - 230

5-Loop 527 - - - 473

6-Loop 3,058 - - - 1,163

7-Loop 3,568 - - - 3,473

8-Loop excluded excluded excluded excluded 10,600

9-Loop excluded excluded excluded excluded 35,438

Total 7,303 6,000 15,958 8,253 51,555
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VRML Example: World problem loop interlocksVRML Example: World problem loop interlocks
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VRML Example: World problem loop interlocksVRML Example: World problem loop interlocks
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NetmapNetmap transaction analysistransaction analysis
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Mode 9:Mode 9: MultiMulti--media, aestheticsmedia, aesthetics

•• MultiMulti--media:media:
–– Beyond text >> VisualizationBeyond text >> Visualization
– Interactivity

•• SonificationSonification
–– Comprehending complex pattern Comprehending complex pattern 

through soundthrough sound
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Mode 10:Mode 10: Mapping complexity plane Mapping complexity plane 
Mandelbrot set fractal Mandelbrot set fractal 

(vertical axis=(vertical axis=““realreal””, negative at top; horizontal= , negative at top; horizontal= ““imaginaryimaginary””))
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Comprehensible mapping of complexityComprehensible mapping of complexity

•• Search for a Search for a ““surfacesurface”” onto which complexity can be onto which complexity can be 
mappedmapped

•• Challenge of mapping strategic & value dilemmasChallenge of mapping strategic & value dilemmas
•• ““RealReal”” vs vs ““ImaginaryImaginary””
•• Mapping network of terror (Mapping network of terror (““realreal”” and and ““imaginaryimaginary””))
•• PsychoPsycho--social Significance of the Mandelbrot Set: a social Significance of the Mandelbrot Set: a 

sustainable boundary between chaos and ordersustainable boundary between chaos and order (2005)(2005)
•• Sustainability through the Dynamics of Strategic Sustainability through the Dynamics of Strategic 

Dilemmas: in the light of the coherence and visual form Dilemmas: in the light of the coherence and visual form 
of the Mandelbrot setof the Mandelbrot set (2005)(2005)

http://laetusinpraesens.org/docs00s/cardrep2.php
http://laetusinpraesens.org/docs00s/cardrep2.php
http://laetusinpraesens.org/docs00s/cardrep.php
http://laetusinpraesens.org/docs00s/cardrep.php
http://laetusinpraesens.org/docs00s/cardrep.php
http://laetusinpraesens.org/docs00s/cardrep.php
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Mode 11:Mode 11: Spherically configured 3Spherically configured 3--D D 
structuresstructures

•• PolyhedraPolyhedra

•• Tensegrity (Tensegrity (SyntegrationSyntegration))

•• Virtual realityVirtual reality

•• Spherical accountingSpherical accounting
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VRML Example: Organizations VRML Example: Organizations (World Bank system)(World Bank system)
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Tensegrity in virtual realityTensegrity in virtual reality
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VRML Example: Organizations VRML Example: Organizations (EU system)(EU system)
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Mode 12:Mode 12: Transformable structures , Transformable structures , 
morphable imagesmorphable images

•• Vector equilibrium (Vector equilibrium (““JitterbugJitterbug””))

•• Morphable imagesMorphable images
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Resonance hybrids: key to future sustainability ?
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““DodecameralDodecameral”” integrationintegration
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Transformations of vector equilibriumTransformations of vector equilibrium
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UIA LinksUIA Links

Anthony Judge:Anthony Judge:
Email: Email: Anthony.Judge@gmail.comAnthony.Judge@gmail.com

Web: Web: http://www.laetusinpraesens.orghttp://www.laetusinpraesens.org
This presentation: This presentation: 

http://www.laetusinpraesens.org/docs00s/untelos2.pdfhttp://www.laetusinpraesens.org/docs00s/untelos2.pdf
Associated text (and references):Associated text (and references):

http://www.laetusinpraesens.org/musings/untelos.phphttp://www.laetusinpraesens.org/musings/untelos.php

UIA home pageUIA home page
http://www.uia.org/http://www.uia.org/

Online database accessOnline database access
http://http://www.uia.org/data.htmwww.uia.org/data.htm

mailto:Anthony.Judge@gmail.com
http://www.laetusinpraesens.org/
http://www.laetusinpraesens.org/docs00s/untelos2.pdf
http://www.laetusinpraesens.org/musings/untelos.php
http://www.uia.org/
http://www.uia.org/data.htm
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Some related textsSome related texts

HumourHumour and Playand Play--Fullness: essential integrative processes in governance, religioFullness: essential integrative processes in governance, religion n 
and and transdisciplinaritytransdisciplinarity (2005)(2005)
Animating the Representation of EuropeAnimating the Representation of Europe (2004)(2004)
Spherical Accounting: using geometry to embody developmental intSpherical Accounting: using geometry to embody developmental integrityegrity (2004) (2004) 
Simulating a Global Brain: using networks of international organSimulating a Global Brain: using networks of international organizations, world izations, world 
problems, strategies, and valuesproblems, strategies, and values (2001)(2001)
Dynamically Gated Conceptual Communities: emergent patterns of iDynamically Gated Conceptual Communities: emergent patterns of isolation within solation within 
knowledge societyknowledge society (2004)(2004)
Knowledge Gardening through Music: patterns of coherence for futKnowledge Gardening through Music: patterns of coherence for future African ure African 
management as an alternative to Project Logicmanagement as an alternative to Project Logic (2000)(2000)
Coherent PolicyCoherent Policy--making Beyond the Information Barriermaking Beyond the Information Barrier (1999)(1999)
From Information Highways to From Information Highways to SonglinesSonglines of the of the NoosphereNoosphere: Global configuration of : Global configuration of 
hypertext pathways for meaningful collective transformationhypertext pathways for meaningful collective transformation (1996)(1996)
Poetry making and Policy making: marrying Beauty and the BeastPoetry making and Policy making: marrying Beauty and the Beast (1993)(1993)
Aesthetics of Governance in the Year 2490Aesthetics of Governance in the Year 2490 (1990)(1990)

http://laetusinpraesens.org/musings/humour.php
http://laetusinpraesens.org/musings/humour.php
http://laetusinpraesens.org/musings/humour.php
http://www.laetusinpraesens.org/docs00s/spheracc.php
http://www.laetusinpraesens.org/docs/globrain.php
http://www.laetusinpraesens.org/docs/globrain.php
http://www.laetusinpraesens.org/docs/globrain.php
http://www.laetusinpraesens.org/docs00s/gated.php
http://www.laetusinpraesens.org/docs00s/gated.php
http://www.laetusinpraesens.org/docs/music.php
http://www.laetusinpraesens.org/docs/music.php
http://www.laetusinpraesens.org/docs/songline.php
http://www.laetusinpraesens.org/docs/songline.php
http://www.laetusinpraesens.org/docs/songline.php
http://www.laetusinpraesens.org/docs/gov2490.php
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